Customer Research and Surveys
(partially from Contact101)

Customer “communities”
	Interest groups online.
	Company-sponsored web sites.
	Take a look at some sample online communities (see the Customer Communities online handout).


Reviews from people like your audience
	Can be as simple as emailing colleagues, friends, others you already know.

Pre-release focus groups (people who’ve expressed interest in the product or have purchased prior versions) to discuss product and doc. If it’s about the doc, you prep and run the session; if it’s about the product, you’re largely an observer who can add questions – but pay attention to how users use it, what’s tough for them, and so on.
Pre-release usability studies (as above). Focus is on how easy “it” is to use, what needs clarification, etc. Make copious notes. These two studies are often done behind mirrored glass so your note-taking doesn’t lead users to guess your thoughts and change their behavior. 

Reviews from your audience after release
Nice thing here is that you don’t need to guess who your user will be. Better focus for actual people buying and using it as it was intended. Same groups as above, plus:
	Surveys: mail-back, online, etc.
	Feedback mechanisms such as an online doc with a “Feedback” button that opens a formatted email to you.
	Include info about how to join existing discussion communities.


Request for comments
	Submit overview of your product, etc., to community and offer it up for criticism.


Customer surveys
The first step in writing a good survey question is to identify exactly what kind of information you want respondents to provide. Virtually all questions that might be asked in a survey fit into one of 4 categories: 
	Open-ended.

Closed-ended with ordered choices.
Closed-ended with unordered choices.
Partially closed-ended. 
Each category tends to be better suited for obtaining certain types of information than others. Below is more info about each.

Open-ended
Open-ended questions do not provide choices from which to select an answer. Instead respondents must formulate an answer in their own words. This type of question takes the least amount of effort to write, but there are drawbacks that should be considered.

First, open-ended questions can be very demanding for respondents. You are asking them to take a considerable amount of time to formulate answer. Second, open-ended questions rarely provide accurate measurements or consistent, comparable information across the whole sample, therefore, making it hard to quantify. The third drawback is that the open-ended questions require an enormous amount of time to code the results in report form.

It’s not to say you never want to use Open-end questions, just be aware of the additional work that will need to be done to analyze the results.

Closed-ended with ordered choices
Unlike open-ended questions, closed-ended questions with ordered answer choices tend to be quite specific. They are less demanding for the respondent and much easier to code and analyze than open-ended questions.

Close-ended with unordered response choices
Closed-ended questions with unordered responses are multiple choice answers. Respondents are asked to choose from among discrete, unordered categories. They must evaluate each choice and select the one that best reflects their situation or rank them in order of importance.

Typically the unordered format is used when your knowledge of the subject allows you to list useful answer choices. Closed-ended question with unordered response choices are usually more difficult than those with ordered choices. With ordered choices, respondents are asked to think only about where they fit with in a range (from strongly agree to strongly disagree). With unordered choices, the respondent has to process more information.

The key to using the unordered format is that you as the surveyor must have an intimate knowledge of the subject matter in order to create the best choices.

Partially closed-end questions
Partially close-ended questions provide a compromise between the open- and closed-end questions. Respondents are provided with answer choices and also an option of creating their own responses. It should be noted that the answer choices are typically unordered. This type of question has the advantage of not forcing respondents into predefined boxes that don’t fit their situation and occasionally generates new information.

Each of the four question structures has merits and is better suited, depending on the situation, to provide particular information. Knowledge of the four alternatives is useful in helping surveyors think through what they are really trying to find out.

